
 

Triad To Announce Annual Report Award Winners Nov. 10 at Chicago Awards Ceremony 
Luncheon

More than 600 Midwestern companies participated in this year's competition 

CHICAGO - Nov. 3, 2004 - The winners of the 14th annual Triad Annual Report Awards competition will be announced Nov. 10 
at the Chicago Club in downtown Chicago.

The top 10 and top 50 annual reports will be announced at the 2004 Triads Award luncheon, which will run from 11:30 a.m. 
until 1:30 p.m. at the Chicago Club on 24 East Van Buren Street. Those attending the ceremony will also receive insights into 
winning formulas for annual report production. 

Preceding the luncheon, the NIRI-Chicago Chapter is sponsoring the third annual Annual Report Roundtable Discussion and 
Workshop, from 10:00 a.m. to 11:15 a.m., also at the Chicago Club. The Roundtable, open to all NIRI members and others who 
work on annual reports, will focus on the basics of annual report design and production, as well as current issues and trends 
related to annual reports. 

Triad Award Program

The Triad Annual Report Program is unique among annual report competitions in that three independent organizations 
sponsor and evaluate annual reports from all public companies in a selected geographic region. The three organizations are 
the National Investor Relations Institute (NIRI), the American Institute of Graphic Arts (AIFA) and Morningstar, Inc. Judges from 
the three separate disciplines these organizations represent - investor relations professionals, graphic designers and financial 
analysts - together evaluate the reports submitted for competition based on a stringent list of criteria. No fees or memberships 
are required on the part of companies submitting annual reports to participate in the competition. 

"On behalf of NIRI-Chicago, AIGA and Morningstar, we have been most impressed with the participation in this year's awards 
program," said Steven Carr, president of the NIRI-Chicago chapter. "The 630 reports submitted represent an 18 percent 
increase over last year's entries, with participation by more than 80 percent of the public corporations in the region. This 
signals the growing interest in the Triad program, one of the Midwest's most prestigious annual report competitions, and the 
continued importance of what is for many public corporations their single most important communication vehicle." 

The Triad Awards program has recognized the very best in annual reports submitted by thousands of Midwestern public 
companies since 1991. The selection process begins in the spring, when annual reports are solicited for the judging process 
from approximately [800] publicly traded companies in the seven Midwest states of Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, 
Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri. Select members of NIRI-Chicago, Morningstar and AIGA, who have proven annual report 
expertise and experience, then judge the reports. The hours of careful judging and detailed scoring culminate in the selection 
of the top 10 and top 50 annual reports, which are honored at the November Triad Awards luncheon. 

More information on the Triad Awards and Annual Report Roundtable can be found by visiting http://www.niri-
chicago.org/cg/awards/triad.html.  

NIRI-Chicago 

The Chicago chapter of the National Investor Relations Institute (NIRI-Chicago) works to advance the practice of investor 
relations and meet the growing professional development needs of those engaged in the field. With more than 200 members, 
NIRI-Chicago is one of the largest NIRI chapters in the United States and received NIRI's Best Overall Large Chapter Award in 
June 2004. 

AIGA

The American Institute of Graphic Arts / Chicago Chapter is one of the largest and most vital chapters in the country with over 
1,200 active members. The purpose of AIGA is to further excellence in communication design as a broadly defined discipline, 
strategic tool for business and cultural force. AIGA is the place design professionals turn to first to exchange ideas and 
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information, participate in critical analysis and research and advance education and ethical practice. 

Morningstar, Inc.

Morningstar, Inc. is a leading provider of independent investment research in the United States and in major international 
markets. The company offers an extensive line of Internet, software, and print-based products and services for individuals, 
financial advisors, and institutional clients. Morningstar tracks more than 100,000 investment offerings, including stocks, mutual 
funds, and similar vehicles. The company has operations in 16 countries. Advisory services are offered through Morningstar 
Associates, LLC, a registered investment advisor and wholly owned subsidiary of Morningstar, Inc. 


